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Abstract
Compensatory mutations, due to their ability to mask the deleterious effects of another mutation, are important for the adaptation and
evolution of most organisms. Resistance to antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals, herbicides and insecticides is usually associated with a fitness
cost. As a result of compensatory evolution, the initial fitness costs conferred by resistance mutations (or other deleterious mutations) can
often be rapidly and efficiently reduced. Such compensatory evolution is potentially of importance for (i) the long-term persistence of drug
resistance, (ii) reducing the rate of fitness loss associated with the accumulation of deleterious mutations in small asexual populations, and
(iii) the evolution of complexity of cellular processes.
 2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most mutations that occur in any organism are deleterious. A deleterious mutation has several different potential fates; it may go extinct, persist at some frequency in
the population, revert back to the parental wild-type state
or be compensated for by another second-site mutation
(compensatory/suppressor mutation) that reduces its deleterious effect. Compensatory mutations (CMs) have been defined in several ways. For example, Wright [116,117] and
Kimura [54] defined CMs as mutations that mask the deleterious effect of another mutation or as mutations that are
independently deleterious but neutral when combined. CMs
have been discussed in a variety of evolutionary contexts,
such as, for example, the evolution of sex [58,112], the
structure of fitness landscapes [18,89,109], fitness epistasis [80,93,107,112], mutational load and the extinction of
small populations [36,61,80,93,112,113]. Similarly, geneticists have for a long time been involved in identifying “sup* Corresponding author.
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pressor” mutations, and the identification and use of such
mutations have proven to be an invaluable tool (for a review see [46]). Thus, they have allowed geneticists to identify structural, functional and regulatory interactions within
and between proteins and/or RNA as well as between various biological processes.
Certain bacterial populations have probably been exposed to antibiotics for a long time but it is only within
the last 60 years, since humans have been using antibiotics
to treat infectious diseases, that the selection pressure has
become particularly strong. As a result of this recent extensive use and misuse of antibiotics the frequency of resistance for most combinations of antibiotics and bacterial
species has increased. Similar resistance development has
also been observed in viruses, fungi, plants and insects towards respectively, antiviral drugs, antifungals, herbicides
and insecticides, creating increasing medical and economic
problems. Resistance to antibiotics, and drugs in general, occurs either by genomic mutations or by acquisition of horizontally transferred genetic material carrying resistance determinants. These genetic changes often have deleterious
effects on the organism since they impair vital functions
or confer metabolic burdens. This results in decreased fit-
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ness, which may be expressed as decreased survival, reduced
growth rate, or for pathogenic organisms, as reduced transmission rate and virulence (reviewed in [1,3,64]). When the
drug-selective pressure is removed, the resistant organisms
with lower fitness are at a disadvantage compared to the
parental susceptible ones. This means that the deleterious
mutation may go extinct. Alternatively, it may revert back
to its ancestral state or be compensated for by additional
mutations. Compensation is of special interest since resistant organisms, while adapting genetically to the costs, may
still maintain their resistance, resulting in the stabilization
of resistant organisms in the population. In this review, we
present a few selected examples of how and to what extent
CMs can restore the loss of cellular or viral functions and indicate the importance of compensatory evolution in clinical
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situations involving bacteria and viruses resistant to antimicrobial drugs. Compensatory adaptation to deleterious mutations is also briefly discussed from a more general evolutionary perspective.

2. Types of compensatory mutations
Compensation can occur via several different mechanisms (Fig. 1). The first and perhaps the most common
mechanism is the restoration of the structure and function of
an altered RNA or protein by intragenic mutations. Second,
intergenic mutations can restore the structure and function
to a mutated multi-subunit complex molecule or organelle
such as RNA polymerase or the ribosome. A third compen-

Fig. 1. Types of compensatory mechanisms. Restoration of the structure and function of an altered (A) RNA or (B) protein by intragenic mutations, (C) function
amplification, (D) intergenic mutations in a multi-subunit molecule, or (E) by a bypass mechanism in which the mutated function is substituted by an alternative
pathway or factor. Deleterious mutations are indicated with red spheres and compensatory mutations are symbolized in black.
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sation mechanism is one in which the demand for the mutated function is reduced, for example, by a bypass mechanism wherein the mutated function is replaced with an alternative pathway. Finally, a defect enzyme can be compensated for simply by an increased amount of enzyme. For an
interesting example of such compensation see the review by
Roth and Andersson in the current issue.
The compensation process is commonly followed experimentally by serially passaging the low-fitness resistant
strains in laboratory media, either in chemostats or in batch
cultures, in cultured cell lines or in experimental animals.
Using these procedures, faster-growing or more virulent mutants are selected in the absence or presence of the drug.
Subsequently, the extent of compensation can be measured
by quantifying a fitness parameter (e.g., infectivity, growth
rate etc). Often this is done by pair-wise competition of the
compensated mutant with the ancestral resistant mutant or
with a reference strain that is genetically tagged. CMs can
restore fitness to various degrees, sometimes to the ancestral
or wild-type level. To assess the fitness-increasing specificity
of CMs, several control experiments might be performed.
First, the parental drug-susceptible strain can be evolved under similar conditions. If the putative CMs are not found in
the evolved drug-susceptible background, it is likely that the
identified CMs are not generally increasing fitness but rather
specific suppressors of the resistance mutation. Second, the
CMs may be transferred to a susceptible genetic background
where they should not increase fitness if they are specific
CMs.
2.1. Intragenic compensation to restore an altered
function or structure
A classic example of intragenic compensation is provided
by the genetic experiments carried out in 1961 using rII mutants of bacteriophage T4 defective in growth to show that
some phenotypic revertants could reestablish infection of
Escherichia coli K12. Analysis of these revertants revealed
that they were still carrying the original frameshift mutation
in rII along with a second suppressor mutation in the same
gene. These analyses served to ascertain the three-letter organization of the genetic code [23]. Compensation by additional mutations in the mutated gene to restore the original structure or function of the gene product has since been
widely observed in many organisms. By modeling the energetic folding of the mutant proteins or analysis of their X-ray
structure, it has been shown that CMs often improve protein
activity by restoring a stable conformation [4,17,45,53,77,
86,115].
Most of the deleterious resistance mutations in the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) that reduce the
ability of the virus to invade host cells and propagate can be
compensated for by intragenic CMs, restoring the levels of
viral replication to, or close to, the wild-type level [22,75,
85,106]. After 12 weeks of propagation in T cells, fitness of
HIV-1 carrying the amino acid substitution P109S in the in-

tegrase could be restored by the compensatory substitution
T125A [106]. These two mutations are located far apart on
the integrase but both are part of the dimer interface of the
enzyme. While P109S abolishes the 3 -end processing and
DNA transfer activity of the HIV-1 integrase, the function
of CM might be to restabilize the protein-protein interaction
disrupted by the P109S substitution, and thus, to reestablish
the integrase catalytic activity and viral infectivity. Viruses
resistant to nucleoside analogues and non-nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitors have acquired mutations in the reverse transcriptase, which result in a lowered affinity for the
natural deoxynucleoside triphosphates and for the templateprimer substrate leading to reduced primer extension activity and viral replication [101]. Resistance mutations located near the active site of the reverse transcriptase usually
change the conformation of the nucleotide binding site so
that the entry of the nucleoside analogues or inhibitors is
sterically inhibited. Prolonged exposure of the viruses to the
drugs lead to compensatory substitutions in the amino acids
located in the domain of the reverse transcriptase that interacts with the template-primer substrate [16,56,84,88]. These
CMs may change the reverse transcriptase conformation to
increase its catalytic efficiency by facilitating the entry of
natural deoxynucleotides into the enzymatic active site and
its interaction with the template-primer substrate.
Reduction of the biological cost of resistance by intragenic compensation has been shown to occur in bacteria resistant to fusidic acid [51,83], streptomycin [8,9,
74,102], β-lactams [50,91,104], rifampicin [8,96], sulfonamides [38] and coumarins [11]. Fusidic-acid-resistant mutants carry amino acid substitutions in elongation factor G.
This results in a defect in GTP binding, a concomitant decrease in peptidyl-tRNA movement during the elongation
phase of translation and slowed bacterial growth. A specific resistant mutant of Salmonella typhimurium could acquire at least 18 different CMs in EF-G that partly or fully
restored the growth rate. Many of the CMs probably facilitated the transition of EF-G from the GDP- to the GTPbinding state [51]. Similarly, a streptomycin resistance mutation in the rpsL gene (encoding ribosomal protein S12) concomitantly increases translational accuracy and decreases
the elongation rate, resulting in an impairment of bacterial
growth. The fitness costs of the restrictive mutation N42K
could be intragenically compensated for by the mutation
R93H (Fig. 2B) [74]. This residue is in contact with 16S
RNA at the translation initiation site, and the substitution
R93H is likely to disrupt interactions with the phosphates
at positions 910 and 911. It may thereby destabilize the restrictive conformation and restore the wild-type translational
accuracy and elongation rate. Resistance to the coumarin
drugs, which bind to GyrB, one of the two subunits of DNA
gyrase, is due to the substitution of the two amino acids
R136 and G164 in the drug and ATP binding site. These
mutations inhibit ATP hydrolysis and consequently reduce
DNA supercoiling and bacterial growth. The resistance mutations introduce a tighter constraint on the loop region in
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Fig. 2. Position in the 30 S ribosome subunit of T. thermophilus (A)
(PDB accession number 1FJF) of a streptomycin resistance mutation and
fitness-compensating mutations (B and C) isolated in S. typhimurium. The
mutation (K42N) in the ribosomal protein S12 that confers streptomycin
resistance is indicated with a pink sphere, the CMs in S4, S5 and S12 by
blue, green and red spheres, respectively (adapted from [74]). Ribosomal
proteins are shown in brown and 16S RNA in gray.

the catalytic site of the GyrB subunit, which can be relieved
by two second-site mutations, H38Q or T157I, located at
either end of a turn above the drug binding site [11]. The
substitution T157I is thought to give a more favorable hydrophobic interaction that helps to stabilize the loop. Finally, mutant β-lactamases with amino acid substitutions
have enlarged binding sites that can hold the bulky oxyimino
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side-chains of the third generation cephalosporins and inactivate them [91,110]. In enlarging their catalytic site and extending substrate specificity, the β-lactamases became less
active because of the loss of interactions that contribute to
protein stability. The CM M182T located 17 Å from the active site in the hinge region between the two domains of the
β-lactamase increases enzyme activity, possibly by stabilizing the protein structure near the active site [50,91,104].
There are many examples of compensatory evolution occurring in RNA molecules. The maintenance of helices is
important in stabilizing RNAs against degradation and modification, as well as providing specific functional structures.
Individual mutations occurring at nucleotides involved in
pairing within functional RNA stem structures are typically
deleterious if they destabilize a stem. CMs that reestablish
the pairing or recreate the same RNA folding as the wild
type have been observed to restore function of tRNAs [48],
rRNAs [28,44,99], mRNAs [55,92,105] and RNA regulatory
sequences [6,57,90].
Intragenic compensation may occur as well by emergence of a new function through gene duplication at the
same locus. Gene amplification might confer compensation by increasing the amount of a limiting enzymatic activity (reviewed in [98], Roth and Andersson (2004) this
issue). Homologous recombination between a calmodulin–
neomycin-resistance fusion gene and the Trypanosoma brucei chromosome anywhere in the four tandem genomic
calmodulin genes resulted in a recombined locus consisting of the chimeric neomycin resistance gene and four to
zero functional calmodulin genes [30]. In the latter case,
cells having only half of their normal number of intact
calmodulin genes had a fitness cost. When evolved, these
mutants acquired additional calmodulin genes, frequently
by amplifying a calmodulin gene, and concomitantly reverted to normal growth rate. Compensatory gene amplification was also observed in the mosquito Culex pipiens
resistant to organophosphate insecticides. The resistant mosquitos express a defective acetylcholinesterase, which results in malfunction of the cholinergic synapses of the central nervous system. The fitness costs in the resistant insects
were lowered by duplication of the acetylcholinesterase
gene. One copy was still conferring the resistance phenotype
while an additional copy might provide wild-type acetylcholinesterase activity to improve fitness [63,95].
2.2. Intergenic compensations to restore altered
function or structure
The identification of intergenic (extragenic) CMs has
been particularly important in understanding the processes
and components involved in protein synthesis. The first type
of stop codon suppressor mutations discovered in the late
1950s were found in mutated aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases,
which charged tRNAs with the non-cognate amino acid.
Other suppressor mutations were located in tRNA genes and
these mutations allowed the mutant tRNA to mistranslate
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a stop codon as a sense codon, resulting in incorporation
of an amino acid and production of a full-length protein
(reviewed in [46,82]). Moreover, mutations in certain ribosomal proteins (e.g., S4 and S5) result in decreased accuracy of the translational decoding process (reviewed in [59]).
Conversely, other ribosomal mutations (e.g., in protein S12)
can lead to increased accuracy of protein synthesis. The increased accuracy of these mutants is associated with a reduced translation elongation rate and growth rate. The biological costs associated with the specific mutation K42N
in S12 of E. coli and S. typhimurium conferring streptomycin resistance could be compensated for by extragenic
second-site mutations in the ribosomal proteins S4, S5 or
L19 [8,74,102]. In most of the compensatory mutants, fitness
was partially restored and only a few mutants were similar
to the streptomycin susceptible wild-type bacteria. The ribosomal CMs increased the rate of translation to wild-type or
near wild-type levels [10,100]. In total, thirty-four different
amino acid substitutions have been identified and at specific
locations, several unrelated amino acids could substitute for
the wild-type amino acid [74]. The compensatory changes
in S4 and S5 map to, or close to, the interface between the
two proteins (Fig. 2C). They may thus disrupt interactions
between the two proteins or between the proteins and 16S
RNA and destabilize the restrictive conformation of the ribosome.
An example of intergenic CMs that restore proper RNAprotein binding and functioning is provided in HIV-1.
Here, a 16 nucleotides deletion disrupting the stem-loop
structure downstream from the long terminal repeat (LTR)
impaired viral RNA packaging. By serial passage of the
mutant viruses, fitter variants that harbored additional point
mutations located in the 14 amino acid p2 spacer peptide
within Gag between the capsid and the nucleocapsid (NC7)
proteins and in the NC7 protein were selected. The CM in
NC7 is located in the zinc finger motif of the protein, which
interacts with the RNA elements required for efficient viral
assembly and infectiousness [68].

activity. Compensation by a promoter-up mutation in the
ahpC gene encoding the alkyl hydroperoxidase could substitute for the lowered KatG catalase–peroxidase activity
[103]. Overproduction of AhpC might thus partially restore
the defect in the oxidative stress response caused by inactivation of the KatG catalase. Finally, substitution G137D in
the carboxylesterase (Rop-1 allele) of the Australian sheep
blowfly Lucilia cuprina confers resistance to diazinon, an
organophosphorous insecticide, and concomitantly perturbs
the development of blowflies [26]. To restore fitness, the resistant flies have acquired a CM in the scalloped wing gene
Scl, a homologue of the Drosophila melanogaster Notch
gene involved in the determination of cell fate throughout
development in a variety of tissues [26,78]. Although the
precise function of each gene product is not known, it seems
that gene interactions within or between pathways occur to
restore fitness.
2.4. Cases in which restoration of fitness only occurs
by stepwise or direct reversion
In a few cases it appears that fitness can only be regained
by reversion. For example, the simian immunodeficiency
virus model of AIDS with a deletion in the nef gene
shows lower replication capacity. This deletion could be
repaired in vivo by duplication and subsequent base changes
until the amino acid sequence become identical to that of
the virulent wild-type virus [111]. These changes occurred
in parallel with reversion to virulence. Reversion also
appeared to be the only mechanism for restoring fitness
to a capsid-defective bacteriophage phiX174. When the
virus was evolved in an S. typhimurium host, the virus
lost its ability to grow on E. coli because of two to three
substitutions in the major capsid gene that altered the virus
attachment efficiency. Fitness (ability to grow on E. coli)
was recovered after serial passages and occurred only by
reversion at these same sites, rather than by second-site
CMs [24].

2.3. Compensation by reducing the need for an altered
function or by formation of a bypass pathway

3. Compensation versus reversion

The accumulation of a non-metabolized substrate due to
the decreased activity of a mutant enzyme or the lack of
a metabolized substrate may be compensated for by mutations that force cells to use an alternate pathway, block
the entry into the impaired pathway, reduce the need for
the affected function or by substituting the affected function
with an alternative function. For example, fitness of a bacteriophage T7 mutant carrying a deletion of its ligase gene
was recovered by CMs in other genes that are involved in
DNA metabolism such as viral endonuclease, helicase and
DNA polymerase [97]. These mutations are likely to decrease the demand for a functional ligase. Decreased fitness
of isoniazid-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis containing a mutation in katG is due to reduced catalase–peroxidase

Whether reversion or compensation is more likely to occur when a low-fitness drug-resistant mutant is allowed to
evolve will depend on the mutation rates to compensation
and reversion, the population size, the environment under
which compensation occurs and the fitness of the compensated mutants as compared to the revertants. It has been
shown that CMs are often far more frequent than reversion
in reducing the deleterious effect of a mutation [12,18,35,51,
74,80,96]. For example, the fitness cost associated with the
amino acid substitution K42N in the ribosomal protein S12
could be compensated for by 35 different amino acid substitutions, located in S12 itself or in the ribosomal proteins S4,
S5 or L19. From the multiple recovery frequency of CMs
it was estimated that about 2/3 of all possible changes had
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been identified, implying that the total number of CMs is
about 50 [74]. A large compensatory target is not specific
to multi-protein complexes such as the ribosome. The loss
of fitness in fusidic acid-resistant mutants of S. typhimurium
can be compensated for by about 20 different amino acid
substitutions in the EF-G protein [51]. Multiple CMs can
also restore the fitness of defective viruses [14,97].
The higher number of possible CMs than back mutations (reversion) and the bottlenecks associated with serial
passage result in compensatory evolution being more common than reversion [67]. Thus, the common compensated
mutants are more likely than rare revertants to successfully
pass through the bottlenecks associated with serial passages.
There are, however, exceptions where deleterious mutations
more often revert back to wild type instead of being compensated for by additional mutations (see previous paragraph).
Also, in the clinical context, reversion rather than compensation has been observed in few cases. For low-fitness, fusidic
acid resistant S. typhimurium and S. aureus true revertants
rather than compensated mutants were selected in mice and
on human skin, most likely because the revertants had complete restoration of fitness whereas the compensated mutants
still showed disturbed growth [9,43]. An inability to produce
appropriate levels of RpoS, an important regulator of expression of virulence factors in S. typhimurium, could explain the
low fitness of the compensated mutants [72,73].

4. Importance of compensatory mutations for drug
resistance development in clinical settings
The emergence of drug-resistant HIV-1 in patients receiving protease inhibitors is associated with a sequential accumulation of amino acid substitutions within the active site
that make the enzyme resistant to the inhibitor. The reduced
protease catalytic activity, and the concomitant decreased viral replication rate can be restored by additional mutations
in the protease itself [85], the gag p1/p6 and p7/p1 protease cleavage sites [75,120] and in the Gag protein at noncleavage sites [41]. As with protease inhibitors, compensation was observed in viruses that evolved in patients exposed
to reverse transcriptase inhibitors (nucleoside analogues and
non-nucleoside types). In several of these cases it has been
shown by analysis of viruses isolated from patients and genetic reconstruction experiments that intragenic mutations in
the reverse transcriptase could restore fitness to the resistant
reverse transcriptase mutants [16,49,56,84].
As for viruses, reconstructed mutants carrying different
combinations of mutations revealed the evolution pattern
of resistant bacteria in clinical settings. For example, fitness compensation by upregulation of the ahpC gene in
bacteria isolated from patients has been suggested to occur in M. tuberculosis that are resistant to isoniazid due
to loss-of-function mutations in the katG gene (see Section 2.3) [103]. Mutations in the enzyme dihydropteroate
synthase, which catalyzes the reaction leading to the for-
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mation of dihydropteroic, a precursor to folic acid, render
the bacteria resistant to sulfonamides. Neisseria meningiditis isolated from patients with meningococcal disease and
resistant to sulfonamides bore several mutations within
the dihydropteroate synthase. The two substitutions F31L
and G194C conferred antibiotic resistance while the P84S
mutation compensated for the negative effect of the two resistance mutations [38]. Similarly, clinical isolates of Streptococcus pneumoniae resistant to trimethoprim carried multiple amino acids substitutions in the dihydrofolate reductase enzyme [76]. Resistance was conferred by the single
amino acid substitution I100L in the trimethoprim binding
site. Additional mutations in the C-terminal region of the dihydrofolate reductase compensated for the lower affinity of
the enzyme for its substrate dihydrofolic acid generated by
I100L. In addition, other mutations in the N-terminal part of
the enzyme were shown to be associated with increased resistance to trimethoprim. Another example of compensatory
evolution is the M182T substitution that is frequently found
in β-lactam-resistant β-lactamases. This mutation possibly
suppresses the folding and stability defects of the mutated
resistant enzyme (see Section 2.1) [50,104].
Furthermore, a combination of substitutions (resistance
and compensatory) in RNA polymerase, similar to that
observed in E. coli in vitro [96], was detected in clinical
rifampicin-resistant isolates of M. tuberculosis [94]. Three
out of five fusidic acid-resistant strains of Staphylococcus
aureus isolated from the blood of patients treated with
fusidic acid had also acquired multiple mutations in the fusA
gene similar to those identified in vitro that cause resistance
and fitness compensation [83].
Finally, patient isolates of Helicobacter pylori that had
developed resistance to clarithromycin during treatment
had also acquired CMs [7]. By examining clonally related pairs of susceptible pre-treatment and resistant posttreatment strains of H. pylori it was shown that the cost of
clarithromycin resistance was compensated for after only
3 months of growth in the stomach in two out of three patients examined. A similar approach was also used by Gillespie et al. [42] to study how fitness of multi-drug-resistant M.
tuberculosis changed as the bacteria were transmitted from
one patient to another during a hospital outbreak.

5. Compensatory mutations as a mechanism to reduce
the rate of Muller’s ratchet
Asexually reproducing organisms with small population
sizes will, over time, accumulate deleterious mutations that
ultimately can result in mutational meltdown and organism extinction [19,37,60,69–71,81]. Such a decrease in fitness due to repeated bottlenecks and stochastic samplings
has been demonstrated experimentally with populations of
bacteriophage φ6 [20], vesicular stomatis virus [29,32],
foot-and-mouth disease virus [33], RNA bacteriophage MS2
[27], HIV-1 [118], bacteria [2,40,52] yeasts [119], proto-
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zoa [5] and multicellular organisms [39,108]. The rate of
this process (Muller’s ratchet) can be reduced, for example, by sexual reproduction where the mutation-free class
is restored by recombination, by mutational reversion to
the mutation-free state or by the presence of large populations that allow the continued presence of the mutationfree class. Another potential mechanism might be compensatory evolution. Thus, as discussed above, there is
compelling evidence that CMs are far more frequent than
reversion in recovering fitness loss due to deleterious mutations. In addition, it has been demonstrated that by passaging large populations of fitness-impaired mutants substantial fitness gains occur by compensatory evolution in populations of viruses [18,21,31,34,68,87], bacteria [8,67,74,80]
and multicellular organisms [36]. Furthermore, more recent
theoretical models of fitness evolution also suggest that CMs
might, at least under certain circumstances, provide a possible molecular mechanism to slow down the decay in fitness
[61,62,93,109,112,114].

6. Compensatory evolution as a mechanism to
genetically fix deleterious mutations/genetic
elements and generate complexity
When separated from the initial deleterious mutation,
CMs alone often reduce fitness [10,17,49,74,97]. This is
also observed during evolution to reduce the costs of extrachromosomal elements, such as plasmids [15,65,79]. Coevolution between a bacterium and a plasmid resulted in a reduction in the deleterious effects of plasmid carriage, usually
by CMs occurring on the host chromosome [13,25,47,66].
When the plasmid was removed from the evolved strain the
plasmid-free evolved strain had reduced fitness as compared
to the parental plasmid-free strain. The above results suggest that drug-susceptible revertants are unlikely to ascend
because they are at a disadvantage in the genetic background
of the CM. As a consequence, the organism will be constrained from reverting back to the ancestral mutation-free
state. More generally, such fitness-reducing effects of the
CMs themselves may provide a mechanism by which initially deleterious novel mutations or functions (e.g., plasmids, transposons) can become genetically fixed during evolution. An extension of this idea is the hypothesis that compensatory evolution can generate complexity in biological
systems [121,122]. Thus, it has been proposed that weakly
deleterious mutations, which result in loss of, for example,
a gene regulatory protein, can be compensated for by the
recruitment of an additional novel regulatory factor. A combination of accumulation of deleterious mutations and the
resulting selection of CMs to restore a function could result
in increased specificity and a higher level of interactions in
any regulatory, metabolic or structural system. Thus, successive deleterious mutations and compensatory changes could
constitute a major pathway for increasing the complexity of
cellular processes and functions.

7. Conclusion
Several important conclusions emerge from the presented
experimental and theoretical studies. First, it is clear that
compensatory evolution is a very common and pervasive
process, which has been observed in many viruses, bacteria,
protozoa, yeast and multicellular organisms carrying deleterious mutations. Most types of deleterious mutations can
be compensated for to some extent and generally a specific
deleterious mutation can be suppressed by a surprisingly
large variety of CMs. As a result the compensatory process
is often rapid. With regard to drug resistance development,
the available data suggest that compensatory evolution may
cause stabilization of drug resistance in microorganisms. An
unwanted medical consequence of this evolution is that reduced use of drugs might not result in lowered frequency of
drug resistance. Finally, CMs could be important for slowing
down the rate of fitness loss associated with the accumulation of deleterious mutations in small (asexual) populations,
as well as providing a potential mechanism for increasing
the complexity of cellular processes.
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